Quantification of the corticospinal silent period evoked via transcranial magnetic stimulation.
A magnetic pulse to the cortex during a muscle contraction produces a motor evoked potential (MEP) followed by electrical quiescence before activity resumes that is indicative of corticospinal inhibition and commonly referred to as the corticospinal slient period (SP). The purpose of the present study was to determine the effect of stimulus intensity and quantification method on the between-visit variability of the SP in healthy individuals. On two occasions we recorded the SP from 9 humans at 3 stimulus intensities (10, 20 and 30% above active motor threshold [AMT]) and quantified the SP based on 8 common criteria. We evaluated the effect of stimulus intensity on reliability by using the limits of agreement, and this analysis revealed that the lower stimulus intensities (10 and 20% AMT) exhibited heteroscedasticity, which indicates the amount of random error increases as the silent period increases. The 30% AMT intensity was homoscedastic. We used both visual and mathematical approaches to quantify the SP, and observed that the between-visit coefficient of variation (CV) was less for the visual methods, and that the CV was reduced when the SP onset was earliest in the temporal occurrence of events (i.e. MEP onset to EMG return CV=12%). Inter-rater reliability for the visual analyses were high (r=0.91-0.99). These results suggest that SPs evoked with a stimulus intensity >or=30% AMT and quantified visually by defining the start of the SP at stimulus delivery or the start of the MEP be utilized to decrease the between visit variability.